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Abstract. We present a split-step method for integration of the complex Ginzburg-
Landau equation in any number of spatial dimensions. The novel aspect of the
method lies in the fact that each portion of the splitting is explicitly integrable. This
leads to an extremely fast, stable, and efficient procedure. A comparison is made
with spectral and pseudospectral procedures which have appeared in the literature.

1. Introduction, The problem of interest is the cf-dimensional complex Ginzburg-
Landau equation

= q2{c0 + i)V2A + pA-(p-i)\A\2A (1.1)

subject to periodic boundary conditions on [0, 2n]d. Here A(x, t) is a complex
amplitude; x and V are the t/-dimensional spatial variable and the Laplacian,
respectively; and the parameters q, p , and cQ are all assumed to be real and positive.
For certain parameter sets, solutions of Eq. (1.1) exhibit spatiotemporal chaos or
"turbulence".

We are interested in numerically studying turbulent solutions of Eq. (1.1) in one,
two, and higher dimensions. In particular, we wish to examine the behavior in the
limit p = cc | 0 for fixed q < 1 . This regime, known as the dissipationless or
nonlinear Schroedinger limit, has been studied analytically by Bartuccelli et al. [1, 2,
3], who have suggested that hard turbulence occurs here in two dimensions but not
in one dimension. Since we desire high spatial accuracy, the calculation requires a
large number of modes. Sirovich, Rodriguez, and Knight [15] used a pseudospectral
method to study turbulence in the one-dimensional CGL equation, while the two-
dimensional case was investigated numerically by Gaponov-Grekhov and Rabinovich
[7] using a finite-difference scheme and by Coullet, Gil, and Lega [5] using a spectral
method.

We have found a novel method for numerically integrating Eq. (1.1) which is more
efficient and simpler to implement than the standard schemes, while giving the same
spatial and temporal accuracy as spectral or pseudospectral schemes. Our method
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involves splitting Eq. (1.1) into two equations, each of which can be solved exactly,
and then using the two analytical solutions to construct an approximate solution of
Eq. (1.1). We derive schemes of this type which are first-order and second-order
accurate in time and discuss their implementation. Verification is presented that oui
second-order method has excellent numerical stability and computational efficiency.

Our method is essentially the split-step Fourier algorithm, first presented by Tap-
pert [17] in the context of solving a class of generalized Korteweg-de Vries equations
and then extended by Hardin and Tapper! [8] to a larger class of wave equations. In
these cases, however, the nonlinear part of the problem was not explicitly solvable
and hence required the use of a finite-difference scheme. Variations of this method
have been used by other authors to study nonlinear wave problems numerically [9,
11, 13, 14, 18]. Bernoff [4] apparently used a split-step method to study the CGL
equation but did not give a derivation.

We note that our numerical method is related to the symplectic integrators (see
[6, 12, 20]) used for Hamiltonian systems. In particular, our second-order splitting
scheme for the CGL equation corresponds to the symplectic scheme for the nonlinear
Schroedinger equation [10] which was studied by Weideman and Herbst [19] and
shown by Taha and Ablowitz [16] to be superior to other methods for the NLS
equation.

2. Splitting and analytical solutions. Our numerical method is based on splitting
Eq. (1.1) into two equations, each of which can be solved analytically. The first of
these equations is obtained by only retaining the diffusion term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (1.1). This yields

^ = ?V0 + ')V2/1. (2.1)
The second equation contains the remaining growth and nonlinear terms and is given
by

= (2.2)

The key element in this splitting is that Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) both can be solved
analytically. This fact makes it possible to solve Eq. (1.1) by an interleaving procedure
which we now describe. Another important feature is that it is natural to solve Eq.
(2.2) in physical space, while Eq. (2.1), given the periodic boundary conditions, is
most naturally solved in Fourier space.

We now obtain the solutions to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), to be referred to as the
diffusion and nonlinear solutions, respectively. For Eq. (2.1), the expansion

OO

^(1)(x,0= Y2 /k(1)Wexp[/k-x], xe[0,2;x]d, (2.3)
A:j ,..., kd=—oo

where k = (kl , ... , kd), is used to reduce Eq. (2.1) to a system of differential
equations for the Fourier coefficients /k(l):

df*] _ |W2 A , ,v(l)
dt -|k|V(c0 + z')/k Vk. (2.4)
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This can be solved i nmediately, so that

/k(1)W = /k(1)(0)exp[-|k|V(c0 + />] Vk, (2.5)

and substitution into the expansion (2.3) then yields the physical-space representation
of the solution:

OO

^(1)(x>0= /k(1)(°)exp[-|k|V(c0 + z)?]exp[/k-x], xe[0,2n]d.
k{ ,..., kd=—oo

(2.6)
To solve Eq. (2.2), the physical coordinate x is regarded as a parameter, and the

solution is assumed to be of the form

^(2)( • , t) = R(' , t) exp[/©( •,/)]. (2.7)

On substitution into Eq. (2.2), the real and imaginary parts yield the differential
equations:

^ = p<R-R'), (2.8)

f = <2-9>
Integrating Eq. (2.8) and determining the constant of integration yields

/?(•,/) = -t= R{'>0)e>> (2.10)
Y 1 - R2( •, 0) + R2( • , 0)e2pt

Next, using this result, Eq. (2.9) can be integrated to obtain

0( • , t) = 0( • , 0) + -L ln(l - R\ • , 0) + R\ ■ , 0)e2pt). (2.11)

Hence, the solution is

Am{x. ,) = R{*-0)e" (2.12)
\] 1 - R'(\, 0) + R!lx. (tie1"

x exp 0(x, 0) + -L ln( 1 - R2(x , 0) + R2(x , 0)e2p')^P

where x e [0, 2n] . is now taken to be a proper function of x and t and will
be written ^4(2)(x, t). Similarly, the amplitude R and the phase 0 will be written
R(\, t) and 0(x, t).

Now we must combine the analytical solutions (2.6) and (2.12) to produce an
overall solution of Eq. (1.1). This is done by repeatedly using and A(2) in a
fixed order and matching the two solutions at each step or fractional step. For this
purpose the time will be discretized into steps of size At.

In order to represent the two analytical solutions on a digital computer, it is also
necessary to discretize the spatial variable into steps of size Ax = 2n/N and to
make the corresponding truncation of the Fourier spectrum, fk = 0 for |fcQ| > N/2 ,
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a = 1, , d. Using a finite Fourier transform introduces aliasing errors in the
coefficients, so that

OO

A = A + fk+mN/2> (2-13)
w, ,..., md=—oo

where /k is the exact result. However, it will be assumed that N is large enough so
that the errors introduced by the spatial approximation of A will be much smaller
than the errors introduced by the temporal approximation, and so only the temporal
accuracy of our splitting method will be shown analytically.

For what follows we define the discretized versions of Eqs. (2.6) and (2.12). We
take N modes in each direction in both physical and Fourier space and define

x. = 27ij/N=^(ji,...,jd). (2.14)

The subscript j henceforth denotes evaluation at Xj. Thus, for arbitrary initial time
tQ, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.12) become

N/ 2
^j(1)(«o + 0= £ /kll)(/0)exP[-|k|2^2(c0 + /)/]exp[/k-xj] (2.15)

k.,...,kd=-N/2

and

Aj \tg + t) —
R.s(t0)ept

y/l-B*(t0) + R*{ty» {2A6)

x exp |/ 0j(zO) + 2/? ln( * ~ Ri Co) + jR?Co)<?2/")j } ■

3. Combined solutions—analytical splitting schemes.
3.1. First-order accuracy. The most obvious way to combine solutions (2.6) and

(2.12) is simply to alternate them; first using A{]) tc advance the solution Ai, then
using to advance the result At, and so on. Using only A(,) for time At may
be termed a half step because only "half of the dynamics of Eq. (1.3) is included.
This first step produces an intermediate, nonphysical resull at 3 time thai we will
denote as tt. The second step, using A(i" for time At, then gives an approximation
of the solution of Eq. (1.1) after one full time step. We now show thai this method
is first-order accurate and discuss its implementation.

If we assume the same ./V-point spatial discretization in all directions, then Eq
(1.1) becomes

— ̂j(A) + Gj(A), (3.1)

where

N

and

2, ■, N/2 N-1
^j(A) —   J2 J2 -|k|2/tmexp[/k-xj]exp[-/k-xm] (3.2)

,... ,kd=—N/2 mt ,, md=0

^j(A) = pAj + (—p + i)Ai\Aj\2 . (3.3)
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Here A denotes the iVrf-component vector consisting of the values of A at all the
spatial grid points. Similarly, f will denote the ^-component vector of Fourier
coefficients. It can be shown that the discretized solutions (2.15), (2.16) satisfy the
equations

dA™
~dT = Fi{A)' ^
dA(2)
~dT = Gi{A)- ^

Given the above framework of Eqs. (3.4), (3.5) and their solutions, the accuracy
of the combined solution of Eq. (3.1) can now be derived. Because the temporal
accuracy of this splitting method is the same for all N in Eqs. (3.1)—(3.5), only the
one-mode (N = 1) case will be treated and hence all subscripts will be dropped.

Denoting the exact solution to Eq. (3.1) as A , a Taylor expansion yields

At2
A(t + At) = A(t) + AtA(t) + -j-A(t) + 0(At3), (3.6)

where '= d/dt. Using Eq. (3.1), this gives

At2
A(t + At) = A(t) + A t[F(A(t)) + G(A(t))] + -±-[F'{A{t)) + G\A{t))]

x [F(^(0) + G{A{t))} + O(At')

for the exact solution at time t + At, where ' = d /dA .
First applying the solution to Eq. (3.4), the splitting solution of Eq. (3.1) after the

first half step is

A(tJ = A(X\t + At) = A{l\t) + AtA([\t) + A{l\t) + 0(At3). (3.8)

Substituting A({\t) = A(t) and using Eq. (3.4) gives

At2
A(tJ = A(t) + AtF(A(t)) + —F'(A(t))F(A(t)) + 0(At3). (3.9)

The second half step, using the solution to Eq. (3.5), gives

A(t + At) = A(1\tm +At)

= Al2\t,) + AtAl2)(tJ + ^-i(2,(U + 0(At3). (3'10)

Therefore,

At2
A(t + At) = A(t) + AtF(A(t)) + -j-F'(A(t))F(A(t))

At2+ A tG(A(tJ) + J-G'(A(tJ)G(A(tJ) + 0(At3
(3.11)
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where we have used Eq. (3.5) and the fact that A[2)(tt) = A(tJ. Taylor expanding
the G and G' terms in the above relation about A{t) finally yields

A(t + At) = A(t) + At[F(A(t)) + G(A(t))]
A 2

+ —[F\A{t))F{A{t)) + G\A{t))G{A{t))\ (3-12)

+ At2G'{A(t))F{A{t)) + 0(At3).

Using the exact expansion derived above, Eq. (3.12) can be rewritten as

A t2
A(t + At) = (3.7) + -^-[G'F - F'G] + 0(Ati). (3.13)

2Therefore, the error in the approximate method described above is 0(At ) per time
step, which implies that this scheme is first-order accurate in time.

Remark 1. It can be shown that when the solutions to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) are
applied in the order opposite to that used to derive Eq. (3.13), the error is jAt2[F'G—
G'F]. Therefore, this method is also first-order accurate.

Remark 2. We note that the first-order accuracy shown above is true for the
general case of equations of the form (3.1) having splittings, such as Eqs. (3.4) and
(3.5), which can be solved analytically.

3.2. Implementation of first-order scheme. To describe the details of applying our
splitting methods to Eq. (1.1), we define the step-wise solutions to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5).
Replacing t by At and t0 by t, Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) become

N/ 2
A^\t + At) = Y, /k(?)exp[-|k|V(c0 + /)A*]exp[z'k-x.] (3.14)

,kd = -N/ 2

and

A(2\t + At) =
i?j( t)epAl

/l - Rj(l) + (3 |5)

xexpji 0,(0 + 2jln(l - R*(l) + j.

Solution operators corresponding to Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) are now defined as

S^(At): A(f) -» A(1)(Z + A/), (3.16)

<yN{At): A(t) -> A{2\t + At). (3.17)

The above operators act by taking the diffusion (or nonlinear) solution at time t to
be the initial condition, i.e., by setting A(l)(?) = A(/) (or A{2\t) = A(()).

The first-order splitting solution to Eq. (1.1) can now be represented as

= (3-18)
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where tn = nAt and A(0) = A(0). This compact description of the splitting method
hides the important fact that the amount of computational work required for the
application of S?D is much greater than for S?N, since the calculation is done in
physical space and the diffusion equation (3.4) is actually solved in Fourier space.

The actual computer implementation of this first-order splitting method can be
most clearly described by defining the operator corresponding to the step-wise, dis-
cretized version of Eq. (2.5), the diffusion solution in Fourier space. This operator,
requiring 0(Nd) operations, is

^D(At):f(t)^f{l\t + At). (3.19)

As with <5?n and 5?D, is applied using the initial condition fll)(?) = f(t). Taking
& to be the ^-dimensional complex FFT, the approximate solution is then

%i)=^or'oyflo/A(g, (3.20)

since in practice

y^r'o^o/. (3.2i)

This first-order scheme for Eq. (1.1) requires two 0([iVlog^V]</) FFTs per time step,
as does the first-order scheme

A (tn+l) =^~[o^Do^o &nA (tn). (3.22)

Finally, in Fourier space, the two solutions become

f('„+i) =^oS-No^-1 o^f (tj (3.23)

and
f(tn+l)=^Do^o^No^-%n), (3.24)

using t(tn) — &~A(tn). It should be noted that Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) give A in both
physical and Fourier spaces at each step without requiring an additional FFT.

3.3. Second-order accuracy. In the numerical solution of a partial differential
equation, when it is desirable to have good spatial and temporal accuracy as well
as to observe the solution over an extended period of time, a first-order method is
often not sufficient. This was the case for the regimes of interest in our study of the
CGL equation (1.1). Fortunately, as we now show, the first-order splitting scheme
described above can be turned into a second-order method requiring only slightly
more computational work per time step.

As described above, the 0(At2) error terms in the approximate solution (3.12)
change only in sign upon reversal of the order in which /1(1) and A(2> are used. This
suggests that alternating the order in which S?D and S?N are applied from one time
step to the next might result in the cancellation of the 0(At ) terms over two time
steps .
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We advance (3.12) At using A(2), Taylor expand about t, and then advance the
result another At using ^(l). Taylor expanding this result yields

A(t + 2At) = A(t) + 2At[F + G]
4A r 111 i 3 (3-25)+ ~y~[F F + G G + GF + GF ] + 0(At3),

the argument A(t) being implied in F, F', G, and G'.
A comparison of Eq. (3.25) with the exact expansion (3.7) shows that the overall

3 3error of this two-step scheme is 0{At ) (the form of the error terms of 0{At ) are
not shown in Eq. (3.25)). Replacing At by At/2 means the splitting solution

Wn+x)=^D{Atl2)o^N{Atl2)o^N(Atl2)o^D(Atl2)\{tn) (3.26)
is second-order accurate in time, as is the solution

Mtn+l)=^N(At/2) °J7>D(At/2)o^D(At/2)o^N(At/2)Mtn). (3.27)

Remark. Again, the schemes (3.26) and (3.27) are also second-order accurate
when applied to any p.d.e. that can be split into two analytically solvable parts.

3.4. Implementation of second-order scheme. Since our solutions to the split equa-
tions (3.4) and (3.5) are exact, both solution operators have the semigroup property,
<9*(At/2)oS*(At/2) = 5^{At). Thus, the second-order schemes (3.26) and (3.27) can
be simplified to

A(tn+l)=^D(At/2)o^N(At)o^D(At/2)A(tn) (3.28)

and
A(tn+l) = S*N(At/2)o^D(At)oS*N(At/2)A(tn). (3.29)

Now, as in the first-order case, we use the relation (3.21), and so Eqs. (3.28) and
(3.29) become

and

A (tH+l)=r 1 oyo(A!/2)o^o^(A/)o^ 1 oS*D(At/2)o$rA(tn) (3.30)

A(*„+1) = ^(A*/2) o^"1 o^(A0 o^o^N(At/2)A(tn). (3.31)
If only the physical-space representation of A is required at each tn , then Eq. (3.31)
can be used, giving a second-order method that requires only one more 0(Nd) pro-
cedure per time step than the first-order method. Similarly, applying & to both
sides of Eq. (3.30) yields the most efficient second-order splitting scheme in Fourier
space:

f(r„+1) = ^(Ar/2) o y o ,yN(At) o 1 o ̂ D(At/2)i(tn). (3.32)

If the solution is required in both physical and Fourier spaces at each tn , then Eq.
(3.31) or (3.32) should be used, with a third FFT per step being added to obtain the
desired representation of the data.

Thus, even in the worst case, the second-order splitting method described above
only requires one more 0(Nd) application of either S"N or and one more
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0([./Vlog N]d) FFT per step than does the first-order method. The efficiency of the
second-order splitting method makes it far superior to the first-order version. The
schemes (3.31) and (3.32) are also much simpler to implement and more efficient
than second-order spectral or pseudospectral schemes for solving Eq. (1.1). For these
reasons, our numerical studies of the CGL equation were performed using the second-
order splitting method (3.32).

4. Validation of second-order method. We now verify numerically that the splitting
method (3.32) is second-order accurate in time and gives spectral accuracy in space.
We do this by applying the method (3.32) to both the one-dimensional and two-
dimensional versions of Eq. (1.1). We also show that these schemes correctly solve
Eq. (1.1) by direct comparison with known results.

In performing the following tests of the scheme (3.32), the two-dimensional CGL
equation was solved using fully periodic boundary conditions in both spatial direc-
tions. However, all one-dimensional calculations were done in the invariant subspace
of the odd periodic solutions, using

N/2—l
A(j\t) = fk(t)sinkXj (4.1)

k=\

instead of the general form (2.3). This form of the solution can be obtained by usingi
the complex /V-point FFT as described above and then setting fk = (fk - f_k)/2

I i

and f_k = —fk after each application of . For our calculations, we used two
(Ar/2-l)-point real sine transforms. Using only the sine modes, which is equivalent to
enforcing Dirichlet boundary conditions, allowed us to compare our one-dimensional
results with those obtained by Sirovich, Rodriguez, and Knight [15].

4.1. Convergence. The first tests performed on the splitting method involved
checking that it converged properly as the step sizes in time and space were decreased.
For the one-dimensional case we used the parameters q = 0.1 and p = cQ = 0.25
and the initial condition ^ (0) = .02(1 + i) sin Xj . For the two-dimensional case,
we used the parameters q = v/0~45 and p = c0 = 1 />/3 and the initial condition
fkl(0) = 0.01 for k2 + l2 < 1.

To test temporal convergence, the approximate solution was computed at a fixed
time T using various time steps At. For the one-dimensional case, spatial accuracy
was kept high by taking N = 256. The measure of the difference between two
solutions was taken to be their root mean square difference at the grid points:

d[Aj(T-At),Aj(T-At')] =
N/ 2-1

- £ \Aj{T; At) - Aj(T; A;')|2. (4.2)
k= 1

Given the exact solution A}(T), the error in the solution at time T obtained using
step size At is then e(At) = d[Aj(T; At), Aj(T)]. However, since Aj(T) is not
known for the CGL equation, we took the solution obtained using a very small At
to be the exact solution at time T. Deviations from this solution for larger step
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Re(A(.*,r))

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

Fig. 4.1. Point-wise temporal convergence of A computed by the
second-order splitting method for the one-dimensional CGL equation.
We show the real part of A(x, T) for various step sizes.

sizes were calculated and compared with the second-order accuracy relation e ~
aAt2. These results are shown in Table 4.1. The temporal convergence for the one-
dimensional case is also shown graphically in Fig. 4.1.

To test the temporal convergence of our two-dimensional scheme, we used the
generalization of the one-dimensional error measure defined above. These results are
shown in Table 4.2. The above results show that the splitting method (3.32) exhibits
the expected second-order convergence in time.

The spatial convergence of our method was tested for the same parameter sets as
above, but to minimize temporal errors we used a smaller final time and a very small,
fixed time step. Because the number of grid points was variable, the measure of the
difference between two solutions was taken to be the difference between the values
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Table 4.1. Results of the test done on the temporal convergence of our second-order
splitting method for the one-dimensional CGL equation.

At
4.00 e - 1
2.00 e - 1
1.00 e- 1
5.00 e-2
2.50 e -2
1.25 e- 2
6.25 e - 3
3.125 e- 3
2.00 e-3
1.00 e- 3

e(At) = d[A(At),A(l-e-4)]
5.194 e- 1
1.549 e - 1
3.918 e - 2
9.785 e-3
2.445 e-3
6.111 e — 4
1.527 e -4
3.816 e- 5
1.560 e — 5
3.869 e-6

(At)~2-e(At)
3.247
3.873
3.918
3.914
3.912
3.911
3.910
3.908
3.901
3.869

Table 4.2. Results of temporal convergence test of second-order splitting method
for the two-dimensional CGL equation. The data shown was obtained using N — 32
grid points in each direction and the final time T — 20.

At
0.1
0.05
0.025
0.0125
0.00625
0.002

d[A{At), A{M\)]
6.196 e-2
1.504 e-2
3.724 e-3
9.246 e-4
2.266 e-4
1.785 e- 5

e(At) = d[A{At), A(At/2)]
4.695 e-2
1.131 e-2
2.799 e-3
6.981 e-4

1.785 e - 5

(At)~2 ■ e(At)
4.695
4.525
4.479
4.468

4.464

2they gave for the integral of \A\ . With the definition

D[Ai{T;N),Aj(T;N)] =
2 ff/2 N'/2

AT)|2 £ \Aj{T- N')\2
7=1 j=1

(4.3)

for the one-dimensional case, the error is E(N) — D[A.{T; N), Aj], where as before
Aj is the exact solution.

Since again Aj was not known, the values for the errors were actually obtained by
evaluating D[Aj , Aj\ for N < N'/2 , with N' large and fixed. For an algebraically
convergent method, E(N) ~ N~p for some p > 0, which implies that the ratio
E(N)/E(2N) ~ 2P should be approximately constant for all N. Table 4.3 (see
p. 327), containing the results for our one-dimensional scheme, shows the errors for
various N's and the ratios E(N)/E(2N). Since E(N)/E(2N) increases significantly
with N, the method (3.32) is seen to converge faster than any power of N. As Fig.

— N —N2
4.2 shows (see p. 326), the error decreases faster than e but slower than e

To test the spatial convergence of our two-dimensional scheme, we again took a
result obtained for large 1V to be the exact solution and used as the error measure
the difference between the values given for the sum over the grid points of \A\ . As
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20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00
Fig. 4.2. Rate of spatial convergence of second-order splitting method
for the one-dimensional CGL equation. We plot N~ \ogE(N) and

— 2 •
N log E(N) vs. N , where these functions are normalized by their
absolute values at N = 8 .

can be seen from the results in Table 4.4, our two-dimensional scheme exhibited the
same exponential convergence in space as was found for the one-dimensional scheme.
These results show that our second-order splitting method (3.32) converges spatially
in the same way as do standard spectral methods.

4.2. Direct comparisons. The second series of experimental tests performed on
the splitting method involved direct comparison with known results. Since different
types of tests were done for the one-dimensional and two-dimensional cases, we treat
them separately.

4.2.1. One-dimensional scheme. Using our second-order splitting scheme restrict-
ed to the subspace of the sine modes, we investigated the bifurcation sequence that
occurs as q is decreased for p = c0 = 0.25. All our results, including frequency
spectra and bifurcation points, were found to be in very close agreement with those
described by Sirovich, Rodriguez, and Knight [15]. This fact indicates that our one-
dimensional splitting scheme is correctly solving the CGL equation (1.1).
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Table 4.3. Results of test of spatial convergence of our second-order splitting
method for the one-dimensional CGL equation.

N
16
24
28
32
40
48
56
64
80
96

128

E(N) = D[A{N), A(256)]
1.941 e-3
1.140 c — 3
8.187 e - 4
5.814 £? - 4
2.465 e - 4
8.806 e - 5
2.818 <? - 5
8.345 <?- 6
6.245 e-7
4.071 e-8
9.58 e- 11

E(N)/E(2N)
3.338

12.95
29.05
69.67

394.7
2163.

87110.

Table 4.4. Results of spatial convergence test of second-order splitting method for
the two-dimensional CGL equation. The data shown was obtained using the step
size At = 10~4 and the final time T - 5 .

N
4
6
8

12
16

E(N) = D[A(N), A(32)]
5.01 e-3
2.19 £? - 4
3.17 e - 6
1.10 e - 9
2.42 e - 11

lnE(N)/lnN
-3.82
-4.70
-6.09
-8.30
-8.82

Since the parameter region of interest in our study was p, c0 < 0.25 and q < 0.2 ,
a test was performed for the case p = c0 - 0.25, q = 0.14. This was done using
the averaged wavenumber spectrum. As Fig. 4.3 shows (see p. 328), the spectrum
obtained with our second-order splitting scheme is nearly identical to that calculated
with the pseudospectral method used by Sirovich, Rodriguez, and Knight [ 15].1 Thus
the form of the splitting method (3.32) used here has been shown to approximate
correctly the solution to Eq. (1.1) over a substantial range of q . This fact, combined
with the scheme's demonstrated convergence properties, implies that, given suffi-
ciently fine spatial and temporal discretizations, our splitting scheme will correctly
solve the one-dimensional CGL equation for any parameter set of interest.

4.2.2. Two-dimensional scheme. The first test performed on our two-dimensional
splitting scheme for Eq. (1.1) was based on linear stability theory, which shows that
the criterion for the A(x, y, t) = e" solution to be unstable to the Fourier mode

J. D. Rodriguez provided the authors with the pseudospectral code which, after slight modification, was
used to obtain the curve labeled (P-S) in Fig. 4.3. After further modifications, this code was also used for
the time comparisons shown in Table 5.1.
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log F(k)

0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00

Fig. 4.3. Averaged wavenumber spectra for the one-dimensional CGL
equation obtained using a pseudospectral method (P-S) and our
second-order splitting method (S). We plot logF(k) vs. k , where

F(*) = <l/,|2> ■

ikx ily -e e is
C2 + /2 < 2(/ " />Co) ■

q2(i+c20)
(4.4)

When this instability condition holds, the (k, /) mode should grow from a small
amplitude like el+t, where

A+ = ~{w2c0 + p) + ^/{w2c0 + p)2 -w2[w2{l + Cq) + 2{pc0 - 1)] (4.5)

and w2 = q2(k2 + I2).
These linear stability results were used to test our two-dimensional splitting scheme

near the first bifurcation, which corresponds to q = 1 for p = c0 = l/\/3. The ini-
tial condition used for investigating the stability of the Stokes solution to the Fourier
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F(k,l,t) x 10~6

10.00
9.50
9.00
8.50

8.00
7.50
7.00

6.50

6.00
5.50
5.00
4.50

4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50

2.00

1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

(U0)
a ,j r
(2,1)

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50

Fig. 4.4. Agreement of results obtained using our two-dimensional
splitting scheme with the linear stability prediction for q = 1.01 .
We plot F(k , I, t) vs. t for the modes (1 , 0), (1, 1), and (2, 1),
where F(k,l,t) = \ fk,(t)\.

mode (k , /) was f00(t = 0) = 1 , fkl(t = 0) = 10~5. For q > 1, the magnitudes of
all Fourier coefficients except f00 were found to decrease asymptotically to zero, as
expected. This behavior for q = 1.01 is shown in Fig. 4.4. For q slightly less than
1, only the modes (±1,0) and (0, ±1) grew from small initial amplitudes, which
is also what was expected from the linear analysis. Figure 4.5 (see p. 330) shows this
for the case q = 0.9.

The rate of growth of the linearly unstable modes given by our two-dimensional
scheme was measured for several values of q and found to be very close to A+ given
by the above formula. These results are shown in Table 4.5 (see p. 330). These tests
indicate that our splitting scheme is giving the correct behavior of solutions of the
two-dimensional CGL equation.
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log F(k,l,t)

0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00
Fig. 4.5. Agreement of results obtained using our two-dimensional
splitting scheme with the linear stability predictions for q = 0.9 .
Here we plot the logarithm of F(k, I, t) for the modes (1,0),
(1 , 1), and (2, 1), where F(k, /, t) = .

Table 4.5. Comparison of linear stability predictions for the exponential growth
factor, A1^11, with experimental values, .

1.01
0.99
0.90
0.85
0.72
0.70

(1,0) mode
2 lin 2exP
A+ A+

<o < o
0.0113 0.0113
0.0940 0.0930
0.1264 0.1263
0.1728 0.1736
0.1757 0.1755

(1,1) mode
^ lin 2exPA+ /+

<0 < 0
<0 < 0
<0 < 0
<0 < 0
<0 < 0

0.0114 0.0113
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Table 4.6. Comparison of results of Coullet, Gil, and Lega (C) and those ob-
tained with our second-order splitting scheme (S). Here we have rescaled dm
and /c to convert distances in Coullet's length 50 box to those in our 2^-periodic
box.

(AO
34.1
35.7

dm

0.55
0.53

K
0.70
0.67

The second test performed on our two-dimensional splitting scheme involved a
comparison with results which Coullet, Gil, and Lega [5] obtained using a spectral
method. They studied turbulence in the two-dimensional CGL equation for various
parameter sets and presented results for the correlation length lc, the mean number
of defects or spirals (N), and the mean nearest-neighbor distance between defects
dm . In Table 4.6, we compare our results for these quantities, obtained using the
two-dimensional splitting scheme, with those presented in [5], for the parameters
q = y/2/3• (27r/50), p - 1/3, c0 = 1/2 (/i = 1, a = 2, /? = -3 in [5]). It can be
seen that for this fairly energetic case of two-dimensional amplitude turbulence the
agreement is good.

The performance of our two-dimensional implementation of the splitting method
(3.32) on the tests just described indicates that, given sufficiently fine spatial and
temporal discretizations, the scheme used will correctly solve the two-dimensional
CGL equation for any parameter set of interest.

5. Efficiency of second-order method. We now show that our second-order split-
ting scheme for the one-dimensional CGL equation is computationally more effi-
cient than standard spectral-type schemes, particularly when high spatial resolution is
required.

For the parameters q = 0.14, p = cQ = 0.25, we compared the performance
of our second-order splitting method with that of pseudospectral methods employ-
ing fourth-order Runge-Kutta and second-order predictor-corrector time-stepping
schemes. We found that the predictor-corrector scheme was generally less efficient
than our method, because it was slightly less accurate and required twice as many
FFTs per time step. We also found that, despite its high accuracy, numerical stabil-
ity requirements made the Runge-Kutta scheme much less efficient than our splitting
scheme for N > 256. These results are shown in Table 5.1 (see p. 332). The er-
ror measure used was the r.m.s. difference at the gridpoints, i.e., the same as in the
temporal convergence tests.

We note that the two main advantages of our method are its excellent stability
properties and the fact that it gives second-order accuracy while requiring only two
FFTs per time step, the equivalent of one evaluation of dA/dt.
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Table 5.1. Comparison of second-order splitting method (spl) with Runge-Kutta
and predictor-corrector pseudospectral methods. The time steps At were cho-
sen to give numerical stability and an r.m.s. error of at most 0(1O~10) af-
ter ten time units when compared with the result for At — 10~4. The CPU
times t and r.m.s. errors E are normalized by those of the splitting scheme.

N
64

256
1024

^spl
1 •£>- 3
l-e-3
1 -e - 3

Predictor-Corrector
At t E

4-e-4 8.18 1.8
4-e-4 6.21 1.5
2-e-4 17.0 0.4

Runge-Kutta
At t E

5-e- 2 0.14 3.2e-l
5-e-3 1.03 3.3e - 5
5-e-4 12.6 7.5e — 7
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